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Build-the-foundations: Many uncertainties have not been
addressed, but that’s OK, because we’ve produced a
result/method that others will build on, and these uncertainties
can be addressed later.

Restrict-scope-of-applicability specifies circumstances in which a
statement applies, or points to exceptions: “x when a” or “x unless
a”. Includes hedges like “typically” and “generally”, that suggest
there are exceptions without naming them.

Validate-and-Defend involves a judgement about what is good
enough or sufficient/adequate. “Adequately captured”, “good
results”, “successfully modelled” or “can be reproduced”
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“When heterogeneity is low to moderate, the
simpler method adequately captures expected solute
transport behavior despite the existence of
heterogeneity at smaller scales.”
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“When heterogeneity is low to moderate, the
simpler method adequately captures expected solute
transport behavior despite the existence of
heterogeneity at smaller scales.”

I Validate-and-Defend

I Restrict-scope-of-applicability

I Demonstrate-robustness
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 189 
Figure	1	Uncertainty	framing	typology,	showing	five	categories	of	frames	defined	in	terms	of	core	questions,	the	answers	to	190 
which	fall	onto	a	continuum.	Uncertainty	frames	are	mapped	onto	these	continuums,	describing	the	role	of	uncertainty	in	191 
interpreting	a	conclusion.	The	rationale	of	each	core	question	describes	the	relevance	to	the	management	of	uncertainty,	which	192 
in	this	context	involves	either	reduction,	description	or	communication	of	uncertainty.	193 

2.1 Communicating maturity and utility 194 

Information should be used in ways commensurate with its limitations. Appropriate uncertainty 195 
framing helps to facilitate this. Answers to the question “to what extent is the conclusion ready to 196 
be used?” form a continuum where the results have increasingly “mature” uses, articulated here 197 
as one moves up the steps of Figure 1a. The first two frames only highlight problems and 198 
opportunities for future work. Here we make a distinction between stating that further work is 199 
needed (Learn-from-my-problems) and taking the extra step to suggest a particular hypothesis or 200 
method that could be pursued (Suggest-a-new-research-agenda). Next come preliminary or 201 
partial results, where the author may indicate that their conclusions provide only initial estimates 202 
(Step-towards-a-goal), or will enable others to further extend their work (Build-the-foundations). 203 
Finally, there are results that are presented as ready for the intended use (Expressed-as-Fact). 204 
Where authors refrain from commenting on maturity and readiness for use, the reader is left to 205 
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 517 
Figure	2	Frequency	of	occurrence	of	uncertainty	frames	and	their	ranking.	Estimates	of	uncertainty	in	percentage	of	abstracts	518 
are	obtained	by	bootstrap	sampling	(right	hand	side).	Frequency	are	compared	pair-wise	among	frames	at	a	two-sided	5%	519 
confidence	level,	resulting	in	a	partial	ranking	(left	hand	side).	The	frame	Follow-the-contract	was	not	found,	and	is	not	shown.	520 

Beyond the frequencies of use across abstracts, our analysis also addresses the co-521 
occurrence of frames within the same abstract.  Most abstracts use more than one frame, either 522 
because they make multiple claims (possibly building on each other), or because they use 523 
multiple frames for a single claim. Figure 3a collects all the frames used in an abstract and 524 
reports the most frequent combinations (ordered by median and 75% percentile). The inset 525 
Figure 3b shows the number of frames used per abstract. On average, 7.9% of abstracts frame all 526 
their claims as Expressed-as-Fact. The next two most common co-occurrences combine 527 
Expressed-as-fact with Validate-and-Defend (on average 5%) and with Build-the-foundations 528 
(3%). The number of abstracts involved are, however, small, especially for the subsequent 529 
frames. There is a large diversity of combinations of frames, which is understandable given that 530 
on average 90% of abstracts use multiple frames, and roughly 20% use five or more.  531 

 532 
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Guidance Note for Lead Authors of the 
IPCC Fifth Assessment Report on 

Consistent Treatment of Uncertainties

IPCC Cross-Working Group Meeting on Consistent Treatment of Uncertainties
Jasper Ridge, CA, USA

6-7 July 2010

Core Writing Team: 
Michael D. Mastrandrea, Christopher B. Field, Thomas F. Stocker, 

Ottmar Edenhofer, Kristie L. Ebi, David J. Frame, Hermann Held, Elmar Kriegler, 
Katharine J. Mach, Patrick R. Matschoss, Gian-Kasper Plattner, Gary W. Yohe, 

and Francis W. Zwiers

The Guidance Note for Lead Authors of the IPCC Fifth Assessment Report on Consistent Treatment of Uncertainties 
is the agreed product of the IPCC Cross-Working Group Meeting on Consistent Treatment of Uncertainties.

This meeting was agreed in advance as part of the IPCC workplan. 
At its 32nd session, the IPCC Panel urged the implementation of this Guidance Note.

Supporting material prepared for consideration by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change.
This material has not been subjected to formal IPCC review processes.
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• For findings with low agreement and limited evidence,
assign summary terms for your evaluation of evidence
and agreement.

• In any of these cases, the degree of certainty in findings
that are conditional on other findings should be evaluated
and reported separately.

9) A level of confidence is expressed using five qualifiers:
“very low,” “low,” “medium,” “high,” and “very high.” It
synthesizes the author teams’ judgments about the validity
of findings as determined through evaluation of evidence
and agreement. Figure 1 depicts summary statements
for evidence and agreement and their relationship to
confidence. There is flexibility in this relationship; for a given
evidence and agreement statement, different confidence
levels could be assigned, but increasing levels of evidence
and degrees of agreement are correlated with increasing
confidence. Confidence cannot necessarily be assigned for
all combinations of evidence and agreement in Figure 1
(see Paragraph 8). Presentation of findings with “low”
and “very low” confidence should be reserved for areas
of major concern, and the reasons for their presentation
should be carefully explained. Confidence should not
be interpreted probabilistically, and it is distinct from
“statistical confidence.” Additionally, a finding that includes
a probabilistic measure of uncertainty does not require
explicit mention of the level of confidence associated with
that finding if the level of confidence is “high” or “very
high.” 

10) Likelihood, as defined in Table 1, provides calibrated
language for describing quantified uncertainty. It can be
used to express a probabilistic estimate of the occurrence
of a single event or of an outcome (e.g., a climate parameter,
observed trend, or projected change lying in a given

range). Likelihood may be based on statistical or modeling
analyses, elicitation of expert views, or other quantitative
analyses. The categories defined in this table can be
considered to have “fuzzy” boundaries. A statement that
an outcome is “likely” means that the probability of this
outcome can range from ≥66% (fuzzy boundaries implied)
to 100% probability. This implies that all alternative
outcomes are “unlikely” (0-33% probability). When there
is sufficient information, it is preferable to specify the full
probability distribution or a probability range (e.g., 90-
95%) without using the terms in Table 1. “About as likely
as not” should not be used to express a lack of knowledge
(see Paragraph 8 for that situation). Additionally, there is
evidence that readers may adjust their interpretation of
this likelihood language according to the magnitude of
perceived potential consequences.11

11) Characterize key findings regarding a variable (e.g., a
measured, simulated, or derived quantity or its change)
using calibrated uncertainty language that conveys the
most information to the reader, based on the criteria (A-F)
below.12 These criteria provide guidance for selecting
among different alternatives for presenting uncertainty,
recognizing that in all cases it is important to include a
traceable account of relevant evidence and agreement in
your chapter text.

A) A variable is ambiguous, or the processes determining
it are poorly known or not amenable to measurement:
Confidence should not be assigned; assign summary
terms for evidence and agreement (see Paragraph 8).
Explain the governing factors, key indicators, and

3

ipcc guidance note

High agreementLimited evidence High agreementRobust evidence

Low agreementLimited evidence Low agreementRobust evidence

Evidence (type, amount, quality, consistency)

Agreement 

Low agreementMedium evidence

High agreementMedium evidence

Medium agreementMedium evidenceMedium agreementLimited evidence Medium agreementRobust evidence

ConfidenceScale

High agreement
Limited evidence

High agreement
Robust evidence

Low agreement
Limited evidence

Low agreement
Robust evidence

Evidence (type, amount, quality, consistency)

Ag
re

em
en

t 

Low agreement
Medium evidence

High agreement
Medium evidence

Medium agreement
Medium evidence

Medium agreement
Limited evidence

Medium agreement
Robust evidence

Confidence
Scale

Figure 1: A depiction of evidence and agreement statements and their relationship to
confidence. Confidence increases towards the top-right corner as suggested by the
increasing strength of shading. Generally, evidence is most robust when there are multiple,
consistent independent lines of high-quality evidence.

Table 1. Likelihood Scale

Term* Likelihood of the Outcome

Virtually certain 99-100% probability

Very likely 90-100% probability

Likely 66-100% probability

About as likely as not 33 to 66% probability

Unlikely 0-33% probability

Very unlikely 0-10% probability

Exceptionally unlikely 0-1% probability

* Additional terms that were used in limited circumstances in the AR4 (extremely likely –
95-100% probability, more likely than not – >50-100% probability, and extremely
unlikely – 0-5% probability) may also be used in the AR5 when appropriate.

Mastrandrea et al. (2010)
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Evidence
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Confidence Scale Likelihood Scale

very low

low

medium

high

very high virtually certain
very likeliy
likely
about as likely as not
unlikely
very unlikely
exceptionally unlikely

99–100%
90–100%
66–100%
33–66%
0–33%
0–10%
0–1%
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Example statement

Evidence

A
g
re
em

en
t

Confidence Scale Likelihood Scale

very low

low

medium

high

very high virtually certain
very likeliy
likely
about as likely as not
unlikely
very unlikely
exceptionally unlikely

99–100%
90–100%
66–100%
33–66%
0–33%
0–10%
0–1%

“Relative to the average from year 1850 to 1900, global surface
temperature change by the end of the 21st century is . . . likely to
exceed 2◦C for RCP6.0 and RCP8.5 (high confidence)”

(IPCC, 2013, 18,3)
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maximise
expected
utility

???

Chance of rain
= 0.3

Chance of rain
= .66–1

(medium confidence)
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Hill, B. (2013). Confidence and decision. Games and Economic Behavior
82, 675–692.

Hill, B. (2016). Incomplete preferences and confidence. Journal of
Mathematical Economics 65, 83–103.
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.9–1 (low confidence)

.66–1 (medium confidence)

.5–1 (high confidence)

Hill, B. (2013). Confidence and decision. Games and Economic Behavior
82, 675–692.

Hill, B. (2016). Incomplete preferences and confidence. Journal of
Mathematical Economics 65, 83–103.
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If the stakes are:

then base the decision
on this set of measures:

high
medium

low
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.9–1 (low confidence)

.66–1 (medium confidence)

.5–1 (high confidence)

If the stakes are:

then base the decision
on this set of measures:

high
medium

low

Consequences of interpreting the IPCC uncertainty language
through the Hill (2013, 2016) decision model:

I Using IPCC framework requires making judgements about
relative importance of confidence and precision to end users.

I Provides a way to check mathematical consistency among
multiple probability-plus-confidence statements
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2. Bridging the gap from IPCC language to decision making
“Climate Change Assessments: Confidence, Probability, and Decision” (2017)
Philosophy of Science 84(3). Richard Bradley, Casey Helgeson, and Brian Hill
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